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Relational contracts—informal agreements sustained by the value of future
relationships—are prevalent within and between �rms. We develop repeated-
game models showing why and how relational contracts within �rms (vertical
integration) differ from those between (nonintegration). We show that integration
affects the parties’ temptations to renege on a given relational contract, and hence
affects the best relational contract the parties can sustain. In this sense, the
integration decision can be an instrument in the service of the parties’ relation-
ship. Our approach also has implications for joint ventures, alliances, and net-
works, and for the role of management within and between �rms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Firms are riddled with relational contracts: informal agree-
ments and unwritten codes of conduct that powerfully affect the
behaviors of individuals within �rms. There are often informal
quid pro quos between coworkers, as well as unwritten under-
standings between bosses and subordinates about task-assign-
ment, promotion, and termination decisions.1 Even ostensibly
formal processes such as compensation, transfer pricing, internal
auditing, and capital budgeting often cannot be understood with-
out consideration of their associated informal agreements.2

Business dealings are also riddled with relational contracts.
Supply chains often involve long-run, hand-in-glove supplier re-
lationships through which the parties reach accommodations
when unforeseen or uncontracted-for events occur.3 Similar rela-
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1. Many observers have emphasized the importance of informal agreements
in organizations, including Barnard [1938], Simon [1947], Selznick [1949], Gould-
ner [1954], and Blau [1955].

2. See Lawler [1971] on compensation, Eccles [1985] on transfer pricing,
Dalton [1959] on internal auditing, and Bower [1970] on capital budgeting.

3. Macaulay [1963] emphasized the importance of such “non-contractual
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tionships also exist horizontally, as in the networks of �rms in the
fashion industry or the diamond trade, and in strategic alliances,
joint ventures, and business groups.4 Whether vertical or hori-
zontal, these relational contracts in�uence the behaviors of �rms
in their dealings with other �rms.

Relational contracts within and between �rms help circum-
vent dif�culties in formal contracting (i.e., contracting enforced
by a third party, such as a court). For example, a formal contract
must be speci�ed ex ante in terms that can be veri�ed ex post by
the third party, whereas a relational contract can be based on
outcomes that are observed by only the contracting parties ex
post, and also on outcomes that are prohibitively costly to specify
ex ante. A relational contract thus allows the parties to utilize
their detailed knowledge of their speci�c situation and to adapt to
new information as it becomes available. For the same reasons,
however, relational contracts cannot be enforced by a third party
and so must be self-enforcing: the value of the future relationship
must be suf�ciently large that neither party wishes to renege.5

In this paper we develop repeated-game models of relational
contracts both within and between �rms. We show why and how
relational contracts within �rms differ from those between. In
particular, we �nd that integration affects the parties’ tempta-
tions to renege on a given relational contract. Thus, in a given
environment, a desirable relational contract might be feasible
under integration but not under nonintegration (or the reverse).
This result motivates a new perspective on vertical integration: a
major factor in the vertical-integration decision is whether inte-
gration or nonintegration facilitates the superior relational con-

relations” between various businesses. Dore [1983] was the �rst of many to
describe Japanese supply relationships in these terms; see Cusumano and
Takeishi [1991], Nishiguchi [1994], and Sako and Helper [1998] for recent
contributions.

4. In “Neither Market Nor Hierarchy: Network Forms of Organization,”
Powell [1990] describes a variety of networks and emphasizes their differences
from markets and �rms; see Podolny and Page [1998] for a summary and critique
of subsequent work. On alliances, see Gerlach [1991] and Gulati and Singh [1998];
on joint ventures, Kogut [1989] and Pisano [1989]; on business groups, Granovet-
ter [1995] and Dyer [1996]; and on “virtual” �rms, Chesbrough and Teece [1996].

5. Accordingly, contracts we call “relational” are sometimes called “self-en-
forcing” [Telser 1981; Klein 1996], “implicit” [MacLeod and Malcomson 1989], or
both [Bull 1987]. Our use of “relational” follows the legal literature, particularly
Macneil [1978]. Those who call relational contracts “implicit” naturally call formal
contracts “explicit,” but this usage risks connoting that implicit contracts are
vague, when in practice it is often important that relational contracts be clearly
understood.
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tract. In short, integration can be an instrument in the service of
the parties’ relationship.

Section II develops a model in which an upstream party uses
an asset to produce a good that can be used in a downstream
party’s production process. We follow Grossman and Hart’s [1986]
terminology: when the upstream party owns the asset, we call the
transaction nonintegrated—the upstream party is an indepen-
dent contractor, working with an asset she owns; when the down-
stream party owns the asset, we call the transaction integrated—
the upstream party is an employee, working with an asset owned
by the �rm. We assume that ownership of the asset conveys
ownership of the good. (In fact, the asset could simply be the legal
title to the good.) Thus, if the upstream party owns the asset, then
the downstream party cannot use the good without buying it from
the upstream party, whereas if the downstream party owns the
asset, then he already owns the good. In addition, we assume that
the good produced by the upstream party can be used either in the
downstream party’s production process or in an alternative use,
and that the upstream party’s actions affect the good’s value in
both these uses.

Under either ownership structure, the downstream party
would like the upstream party to take actions that improve the
value of the good in the downstream production process. We focus
on actions that are unobservable (moral hazard) and outcomes
that are observable but not veri�able (noncontractibility). In such
a setting, relational contracts can encourage useful actions: the
downstream party can promise to pay the upstream party a bonus
if she produces a good of high value. Because this promise is
based on noncontractible outcomes, it provides incentives to the
upstream party only if it is self-enforcing (i.e., the short-run value
of reneging must be less than the long-run value of the
relationship).

The key question in our analysis is whether choosing appro-
priate asset ownership (integration or nonintegration) can make
a given promise self-enforcing. Under integration, if the down-
stream party reneges on the bonus, he still owns the good. But
under nonintegration, if the downstream party reneges on the
bonus, he cannot use the good without buying it for at least its
value in its alternative use. In this sense, nonintegration gives
the upstream party more recourse if the downstream party
should renege on the promised bonus. But nonintegration has a
drawback: it creates an incentive for the upstream party to in-
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crease the value of the good in its alternative use, in order to
improve her bargaining position with the downstream party.
These two con�icting effects (recourse and bargaining position)
produce our main proposition: integration affects the parties’
temptations to renege on a relational contract, and hence affects
the best relational contract the parties can sustain.

Our proposition leads to an interesting corollary: in our
model, it is impossible for a �rm to mimic the spot-market out-
come after it brings a transaction inside the �rm, because the
reneging temptation is then too great. This corollary is a �rst step
toward a formal underpinning for Williamson’s [1985, p. 135]
observation that “selective intervention” must be impossible: if
�rms could mimic markets, intervening only when the market
outcome would be inef�cient, then we would observe one enor-
mous �rm. This corollary is also a cautionary tale for those who
would “bring the market inside the �rm” via empowerment,
transfer pricing, performance measurement (such as “Economic
Value Added”), and the like; we expand on this in Baker, Gibbons,
and Murphy [2001].

We establish our main proposition and its corollary in Sec-
tion III. In Section IV we explore the implications of our main
proposition by deriving �ve further results. Our �rst result is that
vertical integration is an ef�cient response to widely varying
supply prices, because integration reduces reneging temptations
in such situations. Our second result is that high-powered incen-
tives create bigger reneging temptations under integration than
under nonintegration, with the consequence that performance
payments in relational incentive contracts will be smaller in �rms
than in (otherwise equivalent) markets. Although our �rst two
results are driven by differences in reneging temptations under
relational contracts, qualitatively similar results arise in a static
analysis of our model, and in other static models in the tradition
of Grossman and Hart. Our third, fourth, and �fth results, how-
ever, emphasize unique aspects of our repeated-game approach.
Our third result is that, holding all other parameters constant,
the optimal integration decision can depend on the discount rate.
Our fourth result is that, holding all marginal incentives constant
(and hence holding constant the optimal integration decision in
the static model), the optimal integration decision can depend on
the payoff levels. Finally, our �fth result extends the corollary in
Section III: to complement the corollary that a �rm cannot mimic
the spot-market outcome, we show that a �rm may be unable to
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improve upon the spot-market outcome (even if that outcome is
inef�cient) because the availability of the spot-market as a fall-
back after reneging may render infeasible any desirable relation-
al-employment contract.

Section V concludes by discussing four additional ideas.
First, we describe how our approach relates to the extensive
sociological literature on the formal and informal aspects of or-
ganizational structure. Second, we suggest how our approach can
be applied to understanding organizational forms other than
�rms, such as joint ventures, strategic alliances, and business
groups. Third, we explore the implications of our analysis for
internal organizational processes such as transfer pricing, capital
allocation, compensation, and corporate governance. Finally, we
argue that our focus on relational contracts suggests a natural
role for managers in the economic theory of the �rm: managers
formulate, communicate, implement, and change relational con-
tracts. Such management can be as important in relationships
between �rms as within.

II. ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

We consider an economic environment consisting of an up-
stream party, a downstream party, and an asset. Both parties
and the asset live forever (or die together at a random date, as per
the usual interpretation of “in�nitely” repeated games). Both
parties are risk-neutral and share the interest rate r per period.
Initially, the downstream party owns the asset.

In each period, the upstream party may use the asset to
produce a good. The downstream party values the good, but the
good also has an alternative use. We assume that the good’s value
to the downstream party always exceeds its value in the alterna-
tive use. (For example, there might be other similar downstream
parties but the asset might be tailored to this downstream party’s
needs. Alternatively, the upstream party might be able to set up
shop as a downstream party, but lack the expertise to do so
ef�ciently.) Regardless of how the good is used, its value falls to
zero at the end of the period in which it was produced.

Ownership of the asset conveys ownership of the good pro-
duced using the asset. That is, if the downstream party owns the
asset, then he could simply take the good, refusing to pay the
upstream party anything, whereas if the upstream party owns
the asset, then she could consign the good to its alternative use,
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paying no heed to objections from the downstream party.6 Of
course, the latter scenario will not occur: because the value of the
good to the downstream party exceeds its value in its alternative
use, the ef�cient outcome when the upstream party owns the
asset is for the parties to trade, exchanging money for the good.

Each period, the upstream party chooses a vector of n actions
a 5 (a1 ,a2 , . . . , an ) at cost c(a). The actions in a given period
affect both the downstream value (Q) and alternative-use value
(P) of the good in that period. In particular, the downstream
value is either high or low (QH or QL), the alternative-use value
is either high or low (PH or PL , where PL , PH , QL , QH ), and
the upstream party’s actions affect the probabilities that high
values will be realized:

Q 5 H QH with probability q ~ a !
QL with probability 1 2 q ~ a !

P 5 H PH with probability p ~ a !
PL with probability 1 2 p~ a ! .

Given the upstream party’s actions, the downstream and alter-
native-use values are conditionally independent. We assume that
c(0) 5 0, q(0) 5 0, and p(0) 5 0, so that when the upstream
party fails to take any actions, she bears no costs but also has no
chance of realizing the high outcomes QH or PH . We write D Q [
QH 2 QL and D P [ PH 2 PL .

The �rst-best actions a* maximize the expected value of the
good in its ef�cient use minus the cost of actions, QL 1 q(a) D Q 2
c(a), and so produce total surplus

(1) S* ; QL 1 q ~ a* ! D Q 2 c~ a*! .

The actions are unobservable to anyone but the upstream party,
so contracts contingent on actions cannot be enforced. Achieving
the �rst-best would still be possible if contracts dependent on Q
could be enforced, but we assume that a contract that depends on

6. As this discussion makes clear, the “asset” in our model could simply be
legal title to the good. Similarly, one could interpret our asset-ownership model in
terms of alternative contracts between nonintegrated parties, where “downstream
asset ownership” corresponds to a speci�c-performance contract that requires the
upstream party to deliver the good to the downstream party and “upstream asset
ownership” corresponds to the absence of a contract. We thank a referee for noting
this contracting reinterpretation and for suggesting Maskin and Tirole [1999] for
further remarks about the analogies between asset-ownership models and con-
tracting models.
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the realized value of Q or P cannot be enforced by a third party.7

On the other hand, both Q and P can be observed by the upstream
and downstream parties, so there are two potential ways to in-
�uence the upstream party’s choice of actions: asset ownership
and relational contracts. That is, if the upstream party owns the
asset, she can negotiate with the downstream party over the price
of the good. Alternatively, independent of who owns the asset, the
realized values of Q and P can form the basis of a relational
contract sustained by the value of future relationships.

We follow Grossman and Hart in interpreting asset owner-
ship as integration, but our multitask economic environment is
closer in spirit to Holmstrom and Milgrom [1991], Holmstrom and
Tirole [1991], and especially Holmstrom [1999], except that these
multitask models are static and hence analyze formal rather than
relational contracts. As an illustration of our environment, con-
sider the following two-dimensional linear example: the vector of
actions has two components, a 5 (a1 ,a2), and the production
functions q(a) and p(a) are

q ~ a ! 5 q1a1 1 q2a2,

and

p ~ a ! 5 p1a1 1 p2a2,

where q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 $ 0. This example nests two standard cases:
(1) one-dimensional effort (q2 5 p2 5 0), where attempts to
increase the probability of realizing the high alternative-use
value (PH ) also increase the probability of the high downstream
value (QH ), and (2) unproductive multitasking (q2 5 p1 5 0),
where attempts to in�uence P are costly but have no effect on Q,
and so strictly reduce social surplus. Other values of q1 , q2 , p1 ,
and p2 capture cases such as academics, where research contrib-
utes to internal and external productivity (q1,p1 . 0), but ad-

7. As in most of the incomplete-contracts literature, we acknowledge but do
not model the role for formal contracts. That is, we interpret Q and P as repre-
senting the noncontractible elements of the exchange between the upstream and
downstream parties, and assume that the contractible (i.e., observable and veri-
�able) elements are covered through formal contracts. As an illustration of the
potential importance of relational contracts even in the presence of formal con-
tracts, see Blumenstein and Stern [1996] on how the 1700-page contract between
General Motors and the United Auto Workers has important gaps that are
covered by informal agreements. But note that our suppression of the formal
contracts in our analysis ignores potential interactions between the noncontract-
ible and contractible elements of exchange; see Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy
[1994], Bernheim and Whinston [1998], and Che and Yoo [2001] for analyses of
such interactions.
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ministration contributes only to internal value (q2 . p2 5 0).
Section III analyzes our general environment; Section IV focuses
on this two-dimensional linear example.

Figure I summarizes the four combinations of asset owner-
ship (upstream or downstream) and governance regimes (spot or
relational) that are feasible in this environment. Consistent with
common usage, we refer to the vertically integrated case as “em-
ployment,” and the nonintegrated case as “outsourcing.” We
therefore call the four governance structures in Figure I “Spot
Outsourcing” (where the upstream party owns the asset but there
is no relational contract), “Spot Employment” (where the down-
stream party owns the asset but there is no relational contract),
“Relational Employment” (where the downstream party owns the
asset and there is a relational contract), and “Relational Out-
sourcing” (where the upstream party owns the asset and there is
a relational contract).

Several of the classic contributions to organizational econom-
ics can be described using Figure I. For example, static analyses
of integration in the absence of relational contracting (e.g., Gross-
man and Hart [1986]) are analogous to our comparison of spot
outsourcing to spot employment (the top row in Figure I). Simi-
larly, repeated-game analyses of relationships within �rms (e.g.,
Bull [1987]) are analogous to our comparison of spot employment
to relational employment (the right column) and repeated-game
analyses of relationships between �rms (e.g., Klein and Lef�er
[1981]) are analogous to our comparison of spot outsourcing to
relational outsourcing (the left column). Finally, Williamson
[1975, Chapters 4 and 5] emphasized that the advantage of �rms
over markets lies in the �rm’s ability to enforce relational con-

FIGURE I
Combinations of Ownership and Governance Regimes That De�ne Four
Organizational Forms: Spot Outsourcing, Spot Employment, Relational

Outsourcing, and Relational Employment
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tracts, which is analogous to our comparison of spot outsourcing
to relational employment (the main diagonal).

The central focus of this paper is the comparison of relational
outsourcing to relational employment (the bottom row of Figure
I). Two important precursors to our analysis are Klein and Wil-
liamson. Both begin by arguing that court-enforceable explicit
contracts between �rms are typically incomplete, but each then
focuses on half the story we wish to tell. Klein emphasizes that,
under nonintegration, relational contracts between �rms often
supplement incomplete explicit contracts and a shock may cause
one of the �rms to renege on the relational contract by enforcing
the terms of the explicit contract [Klein, Crawford, and Alchian
1978; Klein 1996, 2000; Klein and Murphy 1988, 1997]. But Klein
is virtually silent about life under integration, except to argue
that there will not be an explicit contract inside a �rm so reneging
by enforcing the terms of an explicit contract will not be possible.
In contrast, Williamson [1975] built on Simon [1951] to empha-
size the importance of relational contracts within �rms, but was
virtually silent about relational contracts between �rms. Subse-
quently, Williamson [1985, Chapter 3] built on Macneil [1978] to
incorporate relational contracts between �rms into his frame-
work; in our view, however, this extension allowed for the exis-
tence of relational forms of nonintegration but hardly explored
their limits or advantages relative to relational contracts within
�rms.8

Our model attempts an even-handed and formal analysis of
relational contracts both within and between �rms. Compared
with Klein’s argument, our model emphasizes not only that inte-
gration eliminates one important reneging temptation present
under nonintegration but also that integration creates its own
reneging temptation. Compared with Williamson’s [1975] argu-
ment, our analysis of the reneging temptation under integration
adds an important dimension to Williamson’s [1975, Chapter 7;
1985, Chapter 6] discussions of the limitations of integrated gov-

8. Williamson’s [1985] main comment about relational contracts between
�rms was to construe the resulting “hybrid” organizational forms as lying on a
continuum between markets and hierarchies [p. 83], and Williamson [1996, Chap-
ter 4] offers a deeper analysis in this spirit. But our Figure I suggests that the set
of alternative governance structures is two-dimensional, so it is not possible to
locate all governance structures on a line between markets and hierarchies. In
this sense, our Figure I is consistent with the large sociological literature begin-
ning with Powell [1990] that argues that networks and other relational forms of
nonintegration are not simply “hybrid” combinations of markets and hierarchies.
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ernance. Finally, compared with both Klein and Williamson, our
formal model derives several key concepts that they treat in
reduced form, such as the size of the reneging temptations under
nonintegration and integration and the level of “relational capi-
tal” that each party could lose if it reneged.

III. OUTSOURCING AND EMPLOYMENT UNDER SPOT

AND RELATIONAL GOVERNANCE

In this section we analyze the four governance structures
de�ned in Figure I. These four separate analyses allow us to
derive our main proposition that asset ownership affects reneging
temptations in relational contracts.9 We then conduct a compara-
tive analysis in Section IV.

A. Spot Outsourcing

We �rst consider spot outsourcing. Once the actions are
taken and the good is produced, the upstream party either sells
the good to the downstream party or puts the good to its alterna-
tive use. Although upstream and downstream cannot contract
directly on the realized values of Q and P, they can negotiate over
the price of the good. We use the Nash bargaining solution (with
equal bargaining powers) to arrive at this price: downstream will
pay upstream the alternative-use value, P j , plus half of the sur-
plus from use by the downstream party, Qi 2 P j, so the price is
1�2(Q i 1 P j), where i 5 H, L and j 5 H, L.

The upstream party’s payoff under spot outsourcing is the
price 1�2 (Q i 1 P j) less the cost of actions c(a). Upstream therefore
chooses actions aS O to solve

(2) max
a

1�2 @ QL 1 q ~ a ! D Q # 1 1�2 @ PL 1 p~ a ! D P # 2 c ~ a! ; USO.

The spot-outsourcing actions are thus likely to differ from the
�rst-best actions. For example, consider the extreme case when

9. Garvey [1995] and Halonen [1994] also explore the effect of asset owner-
ship on relational contracting, akin to our models of relational outsourcing and
relational employment. Both Garvey and Halonen analyze repeated versions of
the original Grossman-Hart model, whereas our static model captures a rich
variety of multitask settings. Also, Halonen assumes that ownership is �xed
forever, even after reneging on the relational contract, whereas Garvey and we
assume that ownership after reneging reverts to the ef�cient ownership at that
point (with an appropriate transfer payment between parties). Finally, Garvey
and Halonen do not present the results or interpretations we offer in Sections III,
IV, and V.
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D Q 5 0: the downstream party cannot bene�t from effort, so the
�rst-best levels of effort are all zero, but the upstream party will
expend effort because P j in�uences the price of the good under
Nash bargaining. More generally, even when D Q and D P are
positive, the upstream party may choose the wrong actions—
exerting effort on activities that increase P even if they have no
effect on Q.10

After Q i and P j are realized and trade occurs, the down-
stream party’s total payoff is Qi 2 1�2 (Qi 1 P j) 5 1�2(Q i 2 P j).
De�ne DS O [ 1�2E[Q i 2 P j u a 5 aS O ] as downstream’s expected
payoff under spot outsourcing, conditional on upstream’s optimal
action choices. The total surplus under spot outsourcing is
therefore

(3) SSO ; DSO 1 USO 5 QL 1 q ~ aSO ! D Q 2 c~ aSO ! .

B. Spot Employment

When the downstream party owns the asset but there is no
relational contract, the downstream party can simply take the
output without paying the upstream party. In anticipation of this
outcome, the upstream party will refuse to take any costly ac-
tions, so the downstream value of the output will be QL with
certainty. Thus, the total surplus from spot employment is SS E 5
QL , which can again be divided into upstream and downstream
components, US E 1 DS E [ SS E . Although we defer our main
discussion of the comparative ef�ciency of spot outsourcing and
spot employment until Section IV, we note here that spot employ-
ment dominates spot outsourcing only when the net bene�t from
upstream actions under spot governance is negative, q(aS O) D Q 2
c(aS O ) , 0. This could occur, for example, when the actions that
affect the alternative-use value, P, are unproductive or even
counterproductive to the downstream value Q, yet under spot
outsourcing these actions are undertaken by the upstream party
to improve her bargaining position.

Our model of spot employment may seem trivial and unreal-

10. Our model illustrates an important distinction in the literature concern-
ing underinvestment in speci�c assets. Asset speci�city is usually measured in
terms of the levels of asset values (for example, QL 2 PH . 0 might be used as
a measure of asset speci�city in our model), whereas investment decisions are
determined by margins (here D P and D Q). Hence, assets can be very speci�c (QL
. . PH ) and yet induce overinvestment (if D P . . D Q). This point is obscured in
models that tie asset levels to marginal returns in such a way that asset speci�city
necessarily produces underinvestment.
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istic: the upstream party refuses to take any actions whatsoever
with respect to the noncontractible elements of exchange. But
recall that we have ignored the possibility of formal contracts.
One could add formal contracts and generate situations in which
spot employment induces positive (although generally not �rst-
best) effort. We do so in Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy [2001], but
in this paper we omit such formal contracts in order to focus on
relational contracts.

C. Relational Employment

In relational employment, as in spot employment, the down-
stream party owns the asset. But in relational employment (like
Simon’s [1951] employment relationships) there is also a rela-
tional contract based on the observable but noncontractible real-
izations Q and P. We follow Bull [1987] in constructing a repeated-
game model of such a relational contract between employer and
employee. Unlike the spot-employment case, the relational-
employment contract may provide upstream incentives, even
though the downstream party owns the asset, provided that the
parties value their reputations suf�ciently. The core of the analy-
sis is therefore checking whether reputation concerns in fact
outweigh the temptation to renege on a given relational contract.

An important part of this calculation is the payoff after
reneging. We analyze trigger-strategy equilibria, in which the
party who did not renege refuses to enter into any new relational
contract with the party who reneged. Because there are only two
parties (one downstream and one upstream), this trigger-strategy
assumption implies that the parties live under spot governance
forever after one reneges. To determine whether such spot gov-
ernance takes the form of a spot outsourcing or spot employment,
we allow the parties to negotiate over asset ownership after
reneging. Thus, the downstream party will retain ownership
when SS E . SS O , but will sell the asset to the upstream party (at
some price p ) when SS O . SS E .

Consider the relational compensation contract (s,bH H ,bH L ,
bL H ,bL L) [ (s,{bi j}), where salary s is paid by downstream to
upstream at the beginning of each period and bi j is supposed to be
paid when Q 5 Q i and P 5 P j , respectively (for i, j 5 H, L). For
the moment, suppose that the upstream party is con�dent that
the downstream party will indeed pay bi j as promised (and that
the upstream party will make any promised payments if bi j , 0).
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If the upstream party accepts the contract, she will choose a
vector of actions aR E to solve

(4) max
a

s 1 bLL ~ 1 2 q ! ~ 1 2 p! 1 bHLq ~ 1 2 p !

1 bLH ~ 1 2 q ! p 1 bHHqp 2 c~ a ! ; URE,

where q [ q(a) and p [ p(a). The expected downstream payoff
is then

E @ Qi 2 s 2 biju a 5 aRE # 5 QL 1 D Qq ~ aRE ! 2 @ URE 1 c ~ aRE ! # ; DRE,

so the total surplus generated under relational employment is

(5) SRE ; URE 1 DRE 5 QL 1 q ~ aRE ! D Q 2 c~ aRE ! .

The relational-employment contract (s, {bi j}) is self-enforcing
if both parties choose to honor the contract for all possible real-
izations of Qi and P j. The downstream party reneges if he refuses
to pay the promised bonus b ij to the upstream party, instead
simply taking the good and paying nothing. After reneging, the
downstream party will either retain ownership and earn the
spot-employment payoff DS E 5 QL in perpetuity (when SS E .
SS O ), or sell the asset upstream for p and earn spot-outsourcing
payoff DS O in perpetuity (when SS O . SS E ).

Assume �rst that SS E . SS O , so that if reneging occurs then
the downstream party will retain ownership and earn DS E in
perpetuity. The downstream party will honor the relational-em-
ployment contract as long as the present value of honoring the
contract exceeds the present value of reneging. Since the present
value of honoring the contract is 2 b i j 1 1�r DR E , the downstream
owner will honor rather than renege on the relational contract
when, for all i and j,

(6) 2 bij 1 1�rDRE $ 1�rDSE.

The upstream party reneges on the relational-employment con-
tract by refusing to accept a promised payment bij when it was
offered (or by refusing to make a promised payment if bij , 0),
earning USE thereafter. Thus, the upstream party will honor rather
than renege on the relational contract when, for all i and j,
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(7) bij 1 1�rURE $ 1�rUSE.

If (6) holds for all i and j, then it must hold for the largest bi j,
while if (7) holds for all i and j it must hold for the smallest bi j .
Combining these two extreme versions of (6) and (7) yields a
necessary condition for the relational-employment contract
(s,{bi j}) to be self-enforcing when SS E . SS O :

(8) max bij 2 min bij # 1�r ~ SRE 2 SSE ! .

Next assume that SS O . SS E , so that if reneging occurs, then
the upstream party will purchase the ownership right from the
downstream party for some price p , after which the upstream and
downstream parties earn US O and DS O , respectively. In this case,
the right-hand side of (6) becomes 1�rDS O 1 p , and the right-hand
side of (7) becomes 1�rUS O 2 p , so combining the extreme ver-
sions of the resulting incentive constraints yields a necessary
condition for the relational-employment contract (s,{bi j}) to be
self-enforcing when SS O . SS E :

(9) max bij 2 min bij # 1�r ~ SRE 2 SSO ! .

Combining (8) and (9) yields a single necessary condition for
a self-enforcing relational-employment contract:

(10) max bij 2 min bij # 1�r ~ SRE 2 max ~ SSE,SSO ! ! .

In fact, (10) is suf�cient as well as necessary, because for any max
bi j and min bi j satisfying (10), a �xed payment, s, can always be
chosen that satis�es (6) and (7) (when SS E . SS O ) or their
analogs (when SS O . SS E ). The left-hand side of (10) is the
maximum total temptation to renege on the relational-employ-
ment contract (i.e., the upstream party’s temptation plus the
downstream’s). The right-hand side is the present value of the net
total surplus (i.e., the total surplus from continuing the relation-
ship, SR E , less the best fallback if either party should renege,
max[SS O ,SS E ]). The ef�cient relational-employment contract
maximizes the total surplus SR E in (5), subject to the feasibility
constraint (10).11

11. Note that the same derivation would hold for arbitrary �nite sets of
possible realizations for Q and P: Q [ {Q1 , . . . , QI} and P [ {P1 , . . . , PI},
where Q1 . . . . . QI . P1 . . . . . PJ . In fact, the derivation persists even
without all the possible realizations of Q being above all those of P, as long as the
joint distribution of Q and P puts positive probability on (Qi ,P j) only if Q i . P j.
The fact that the many constraints in (6) and (7) reduce to the single constraint in
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Given functional forms for q(a) and p(a) and values for the
parameters D Q, D P, and r, we could now determine whether (i)
relational employment can achieve �rst-best upstream actions,
(ii) relational employment can exist (i.e., there exist payments
and associated actions satisfying (4) and (10) that produce higher
total surplus than spot employment) but cannot achieve the �rst-
best, or (iii) relational employment cannot exist (i.e., the pay-
ments and actions from spot employment are the only solution to
(4) and (10)). We do not pause here to explore these three possi-
bilities because for many functional-form assumptions and pa-
rameter values some other organizational form (i.e., spot out-
sourcing, relational outsourcing, or spot employment) will be
more ef�cient; see below.

D. Relational Outsourcing

We next consider relational outsourcing—relational con-
tracts where the upstream party owns the asset. Such relational
contracts in nonintegrated supply transactions have been ana-
lyzed at least since Klein and Lef�er [1981] and Telser [1981], but
there has been no formal comparison of these Klein-Lef�er-
Telser-style models of relationships between �rms to the Bull-
Simon-style models of relationships within �rms. We show that
relational contracts between nonintegrated parties (outsourcing)
differ from those between integrated parties (employment) in the
ways they tempt each party to renege.

If the promised payment bi j is greater than the price that
would be negotiated under spot outsourcing, 1�2 (Q i 1 P j), the
downstream purchaser would be better off this period if he re-
neged on the relational-outsourcing contract. Similarly, if the
promised payment bi j is less than 1�2 (Qi 1 P j), then the upstream
producer would be better off this period if she reneged. Thus, a
key difference between relational contracts under outsourcing
versus under employment is that the good’s value in its alterna-
tive use, P j, affects the reneging decision under relational out-
sourcing but not under relational employment. This difference
drives our main Proposition and several of our subsequent
results.

(8), and likewise in deriving (9), is well-known in the literature; see MacLeod and
Malcomson [1989, 1998] and Levin [2000]. The appearance of the maximum total
reneging temptation on the left-hand sides of (8) and (9) also is familiar, and leads
to Levin’s result on “bang-bang” contracts.
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The analysis of relational outsourcing parallels that of rela-
tional employment. If the upstream party is con�dent that the
downstream party will honor the contract (s,{b i j}), then the up-
stream party will choose a vector of actions aR O to solve

max
a

s 1 bLL ~ 1 2 q ! ~ 1 2 p ! 1 bHLq ~ 1 2 p !

1 bLH ~ 1 2 q ! p 1 bHHqp 2 c ~ a! ; URO,

where q [ q(a) and p [ p(a). The expected downstream payoff
is then E[Qi 2 s 2 bi j u a 5 aR O ] [ DR O , so the total surplus
under relational-outsourcing contract is

(11) SRO ; URO 1 DRO 5 QL 1 q ~ aRO ! D Q 2 c~ aRO ! .

Note that a given relational contract (s,{bi j}) produces the same
actions and the same surplus under relational outsourcing as
under relational employment (assuming that the relational con-
tract satis�es the relevant reneging constraints in each case).
But, as we show next, the temptation to renege on a relational
employment contract differs from the temptation to renege under
relational outsourcing.

Once Q i and P j have been realized, the downstream party is
supposed to receive the net payoff Qi 2 b ij . If he reneges on the
relational-outsourcing contract, he negotiates to buy the good for
the spot-outsourcing price of 1�2 (Q i 1 Pj) instead of for bi j , real-
izing a current payoff of Q i 2 1�2 (Q i 1 Pj). Likewise, once Qi and
P j have been realized, the upstream party is supposed to sell the
good for the price b i j. If she reneges, she negotiates to sell the
good for the spot price of 1�2(Q i 1 P j).

Assume �rst that SS O . SS E , so that it is ef�cient for the
upstream party to retain ownership of the asset after either party
reneges on the relational contact. In this case, the downstream
party will honor rather than renege on the relational contract
when, for all i and j,

Qi 2 bij 1 1�rDRO $ 1�2 ~ Qi 2 P j ! 1 1�rDSO,

or

(12) bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 P j ! # 1�r ~ DRO 2 DSO ! .

Likewise, the upstream party will honor rather than renege on
the relational-outsourcing contract when, for all i and j,

(13) bij 2 1�2 ~ Q i 1 Pj ! $ 1�r ~ USO 2 URO ! .
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If (12) holds for all i and j, then it must hold for the largest value
of bi j 2 1�2 (Qi 1 Pj), while if (13) holds for all i and j, it must hold
for the smallest value of bi j 2 1�2 (Qi 1 P j). Combining these two
extreme versions of (12) and (13) yields a single necessary condi-
tion for the relational-outsourcing contract (s,{bi j}) to be self-
enforcing when SS O . SS E .

(14) max~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! ! 2 min ~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! !

# 1�r ~ SRO 2 SSO ! .

As in the analysis of relational employment, this necessary con-
dition is also suf�cient.

Next assume that SS E . SS O , so that it is ef�cient for the
upstream party to sell the asset downstream at some price p after
either party reneges on the relational contact. In this case, the
right-hand side of (12) becomes 1�r(DR O 2 DS E ) 2 p , and the
right-hand side of (13) becomes 1�r(US O 2 UR E ) 1 p , so combin-
ing the extreme versions of the resulting incentive constraints
yields a single necessary condition for the relational-outsourcing
contract (s,{bi j}) to be self-enforcing when SS E . SS O :

(15) max~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! ! 2 min ~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! !

# 1�r ~ SRO 2 SSE ! .

Combining (14) and (15) yields a single necessary condition
for a self-enforcing relational-outsourcing contract:

(16) max~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! ! 2 min ~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! !

# 1�r ~ SRO 2 max @ SSO,SSE # ! .

As in the analysis of relational employment, this necessary con-
dition is also suf�cient (and, as noted in footnote 11, the argu-
ment can be generalized to arbitrary �nite sets of realizations for
Q and P). Parallel to (10), the left-hand side of (16) is the maxi-
mum total temptation to renege on the relational-outsourcing
contract, and the right-hand side is the present value of the total
surplus from continuing the relationship SR O , less the best fall-
back if either party should renege, max[SS O ,SS E ]. The ef�cient
relational-outsourcing contract maximizes the total surplus SR O

in (11), subject to the feasibility constraint (16).
Given functional forms for q(a) and p(a) and values for the

parameters D Q, D P, and r, we could again determine whether (i)
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relational outsourcing can achieve �rst-best upstream actions, (ii)
relational outsourcing can exist but cannot achieve the �rst-best,
or (iii) relational outsourcing cannot exist. We again defer our
exploration of these possibilities.

We conclude this section by stating our main proposition and
its corollary.

PROPOSITION. Asset ownership affects the parties’ temptations to
renege on a relational contract, and hence affects whether a
given relational contract is feasible. Formally, the relational
contract (s,{b i j}) produces the same actions and total surplus
under either ownership structure, but the maximum total
reneging temptation is max(bi j) 2 min(bi j) in (10) under
relational employment versus max(bi j 2 1�2(Q i 1 P j)) 2
min(bi j 2 1�2 (Qi 1 P j)) in (16) under relational outsourcing.

The proposition reveals that whether the parties are inte-
grated or nonintegrated affects their temptations to renege on a
given relational contract. In some situations, the reneging temp-
tation is lower between integrated parties; in others, the reneging
temptation is lower between nonintegrated parties. This result
motivates an underexplored perspective on vertical integration: a
major factor in the vertical-integration decision is whether inte-
gration or nonintegration facilitates the superior relational
contract.

Before beginning to explore the implications of this proposi-
tion in Section IV, we pause to compare it with some of the work
discussed in connection with Figure I above. For example, con-
sider Bull’s model of a subjective bonus (or any other model of
relational contracts within �rms): the words describe an informal
agreement within a �rm, but could the model be reinterpreted as
concerning a hand-in-glove supply relationship between two
�rms? Similarly, consider Klein and Lef�er’s model of a supply
relationship (or any other model of relational contracts between
�rms): the words describe an informal agreement between �rms,
but could the model be reinterpreted as concerning transfer pay-
ments between upstream and downstream divisions of a single
�rm? In short, in a typical repeated-game model, it is unclear
whether the relational contract is within or between �rms, and
consequently also unclear whether this distinction matters. By
including asset ownership in our model, we both clarify this
distinction and show that it does matter: asset ownership
affects the parties’ temptations to renege, and so affects what
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relational contracts are feasible and what asset ownership pat-
tern is ef�cient.12

Our proposition can also be compared with Grossman and
Hart’s [1986] perspective on integration. Although we adopt their
assumptions that bringing a transaction inside a �rm does not
create any additional information, or render formerly noncon-
tractible outcomes contractible, or change the preferences of any
actor, we depart from their assertion that “the bene�ts of inte-
gration must surely be more than the ability to choose a new
payment method” [p. 694]. In our model, one important bene�t of
integration is precisely the ability to choose a new payment
method (i.e., a different relational contract).

Finally, our main proposition produces the following
corollary.

COROLLARY. It is impossible for a �rm to mimic the spot-market
outcome after it brings a transaction inside the �rm because
the reneging temptation is too great. Formally, the relational
contract that replicates the payoffs of spot outsourcing—
namely, (s 5 0, {bi j 5 2 1�2 (Qi 1 P j)})— of course produces
the same actions and surplus as spot outsourcing, but fails to
satisfy (10) because the maximum total reneging temptation
under relational employment—namely, max(bij) 2 min(bij)
5 1�2(QH 1 PH) 2 1�2(QL 1 PL)—is positive whereas the differ-
ence in surplus—namely, 1�r(SSO 2 max[SSO,SSE])—cannot ex-
ceed zero.13

If �rms could write contracts with employees that provide
incentives identical to those created in markets, then �rms could
try to mimic the market in cases where the market outcome is
ef�cient but intervene in cases where the market outcome is
inef�cient. Williamson [1985, p. 135] argued that such “selective
intervention” must be impossible, or else we would observe one
enormous �rm. This corollary offers a �rst step toward formal

12. Kreps’s [1990] classic paper on corporate culture provides another exam-
ple in this vein. Some readers have interpreted Kreps’s analysis as within a �rm
(e.g., culture as a promise to employees), while others have interpreted the
analysis as between �rms (e.g., culture as a promise to suppliers or customers).
Kreps is clearly correct that corporate culture is important to both internal and
external constituencies, but our proposition implies that a single repeated-game
model (i.e., a model without an asset-ownership variable or its equivalent) cannot
simultaneously describe both of these important relational contracts.

13. Note that the reverse is also true: it is impossible under nonintegration to
mimic the spot-employment outcome after the transaction is brought outside the
�rm, because the reneging temptation is too great.
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support for Williamson’s argument: relational employment con-
tracts cannot replicate incentives from spot markets. We extend
this corollary in Section IV by showing that the availability of
inef�cient spot outsourcing may prevent the existence of more
ef�cient relational employment. That is, not only will a �rm be
unable to mimic the spot-market outcome after it brings a trans-
action inside the �rm, it may also be unable to improve upon the
spot-market outcome, because the relational contract necessary
for such improvements has too great a reneging temptation when
spot-market governance is available after reneging.

IV. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS

The preceding section characterized upstream actions and
total surplus under four alternative governance structures. In a
given environment, the ef�cient organizational form maximizes
the total surplus. For some parameter values, relational employ-
ment will be the ef�cient organizational form; for others, rela-
tional outsourcing will dominate; for still other parameters, nei-
ther relational outsourcing nor employment will be feasible and
spot outsourcing or spot employment will dominate.

In this section we begin to explore the implications of our
main proposition by deriving �ve additional results. We empha-
size that these additional results are exploratory and suggestive,
in two senses. First, they are derived for speci�c functional forms
rather than for the more general model in Section III. And second,
they only begin to probe what we expect to be a broad set of
applications of our main proposition, some of which we sketch in
Section V.

In this section we also solve an example for which we com-
pute and display the ef�cient organizational form as a function of
parameters such as r, D Q, and D P. That is, for this example, we
conduct a formal version of the comparative analysis proposed by
Coase [1937] and elaborated by Williamson [1975, 1985, 1996]:
when will a given transaction occur within a single �rm rather
than between two? Relative to static versions of this formal com-
parison in the tradition of Grossman and Hart (such as Hart and
Moore [1990] and Hart [1995]), our analysis encourages a richer
conception of life within and between �rms, by emphasizing the
importance of relational contracts in both cases. Relative to in-
formal comparisons of relational contracts within and between
�rms, such as Williamson [1996, Chapter 4], our analysis derives
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rather than assumes the “relational capital” and reneging temp-
tations that are critical to this comparison.

Our �rst result is that vertical integration is an ef�cient
response to widely varying supply prices (even when all parties
are risk-neutral), because integration reduces reneging tempta-
tions in such settings. We show that under nonintegrated own-
ership, an extreme realization of the supply price creates a large
temptation to renege on a relational contract. This reneging
temptation limits the incentive power of the best relational con-
tract that can be implemented under nonintegrated ownership.
Under integrated ownership, however, we show that the reneging
temptation is independent of the supply price, making integra-
tion the more ef�cient governance structure when the supply
price can vary widely. As we discuss below, this result may help
explain a puzzle noted by Carlton [1979]: why would risk-neutral
companies pursue vertical mergers to achieve certainty of supply?

Our second result is that high-powered incentives create
bigger reneging temptations under integration than under non-
integration, with the consequence that performance payments in
relational incentive contracts will be smaller under integration
than under (otherwiseequivalent) nonintegration. In our repeated-
game model, the downstream party promises the upstream party
a bonus for delivering high quality. In the integrated case, the
upstream employee has no recourse if the downstream �rm re-
fuses to pay the promised bonus; in the nonintegrated case, how-
ever, if the upstream independent contractor is not paid a prom-
ised bonus, she can still extract some payment for the good
through bargaining. Reneging on the bonus owed to an indepen-
dent contractor thus saves only the amount of the bonus over and
above the payment that would be determined by such bargaining.
The downstream party’s temptation not to pay the bonus is there-
fore smaller under nonintegration than under integration. This
reduced temptation makes it credible to promise a larger bonus
payment to an independent contractor than to an employee.

Because Q and P are not contractible, the promised bonus bi j

is not a court-enforceable contract, but the bonus payment might
nonetheless be measurable by examining payroll records or the
like. Our predicted difference in measurable bonus payments to
independent contractors versus employees is thus potentially
testable. In this sense, our second result can be seen as a testable
version of Williamson’s [1985, Ch. 6] observation that incentives
are “higher-powered” in markets than in �rms. That is, William-
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son’s observation seems to focus on total incentives (which may be
dif�cult to measure), whereas our result matches Williamson’s
observation about total incentives but produces a prediction in
terms of measurable bonus payments. In contrast, many static
models in the Grossman-Hart tradition also match Williamson’s
observation about total incentives but generate this prediction
from the effects of asset ownership on marginal incentives (which
again seem hard to measure), without producing any prediction
about the levels of measurable payments. Whinston [2000] devel-
ops a parallel critique of the testability of asset-ownership models
by emphasizing the difference between measurable levels of asset
speci�city versus hard-to-measure marginal effects.

Our third result is that, holding all other parameters con-
stant, the optimal integration decision can depend on the dis-
count rate (which is of course irrelevant in a static model). At
suf�ciently low discount rates, ownership is irrelevant because
the �rst-best can be achieved under either relational outsourcing
or relational employment. But the relational contract that
achieves the �rst-best has different maximum total reneging
temptations under integration versus nonintegration, so there is
a critical discount rate at which it becomes impossible to achieve
the �rst-best under one ownership structure but is still possible
under the other. Thus, moving from low to moderate discount
rates can change the optimal ownership structure. Similarly, we
show that a slight increase in the discount rate can change the
ef�cient organizational form from second-best relational employ-
ment to (spot or relational) outsourcing.

Our fourth result is that, holding all marginal incentives
constant, the optimal integration decision can depend on the
payoff levels (which play no separate role our in static model, if
marginal incentives are held constant). For example, imagine
increasing D P but holding marginal incentives constant (by cor-
respondingly decreasing another appropriate parameter), and
suppose that these constant marginal incentives make spot out-
sourcing more ef�cient than spot employment. This increase in
D P increases the maximum total reneging temptation in rela-
tional outsourcing but not in relational employment (and the
decrease in the other parameter has no effect on reneging temp-
tations). As a result, relational employment may be feasible when
relational outsourcing is not, reversing the conclusion of the
static model.

Our �fth result extends the corollary in Section III, which
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showed that a �rm will be unable to mimic the spot-market
outcome after it brings a transaction inside the �rm. We now
show that a mediocre spot market may prevent the existence of
any �rm, including a �rm that would be more ef�cient than the
spot market. More precisely, a �rm may be unable to improve
upon the spot-market outcome because the availability of the
spot-market outcome as a fallback after reneging may ruin any
relational-employment contract that could improve on the spot-
market outcome. One interesting implication of this result is that
a small change in parameters can force �rms to abandon more
ef�cient employment relationships in favor of less ef�cient
outsourcing.

Our �fth result is in the spirit of the Coase-Williamson ar-
gument that a �rm arises only if a spot market would perform
suf�ciently poorly, but our reasoning is new. In our model, the
market may supplant a �rm in governing a particular transaction
not because the market wins the head-to-head competition be-
tween governance structures implicitly envisioned by Coase and
Williamson, but rather because the existence of the market as a
fallback after reneging may prevent the existence of the �rm in
the �rst place. This result again distinguishes our repeated-game
approach from existing static models, because in static models
either there are no contracts (as in Grossman and Hart) or the
feasible set of contracts does not depend on asset ownership (as in
Holmstrom), whereas this result shows that the feasible set of
relational contracts under one ownership structure depends on
the desirability of changing asset ownership after reneging.

A. Additional Assumptions

We prove these �ve results for a special case of the model
developed in Section III. We assume henceforth that the vector of
actions a has two components, the production functions q(a) and
p(a) are linear, and the cost function c(a) is quadratic:

a 5 ~ a1,a2 ! ,
q ~ a ! 5 q1a1 1 q2a2,
p ~ a ! 5 p1a1 1 p2a2, and

c ~ a ! 5 1�2a1
2 1 1�2a2

2,

where q1 , q2 , p1, p2 $ 0 and q1 p2 Þ q2 p1 . For this linear-
quadratic case, the �rst-best actions are
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a1
FB 5 q1 D Q and a2

FB 5 q2 D Q.

In contrast, under spot outsourcing the upstream party chooses
a1 and a2 to maximize 1�2 (QL 1 PL ) 1 1�2q(a) D Q 1 1�2p(a) D P 2
c(a), so

a1
SO 5 1�2q1 D Q 1 1�2p1 D P

(17)

a2
SO 5 1�2q2 D Q 1 1�2p2 D P.

And under spot employment the upstream party has no incentive
to take costly actions and so chooses a1

S E 5 a2
S E 5 0.

With some loss of generality but substantial gain in exposi-
tional ef�ciency, we also assume henceforth that the bonus pay-
ments bi j in any relational contract satisfy

bHH 5 bH 1 b H, bHL 5 bH 1 b L,

bLH 5 bL 1 b H, bLL 5 bL 1 b L.

This restriction on bonus payments amounts to assuming that
the downstream party pays a bonus D b [ bH 2 bL if Q 5 QH and
a bonus D b [ b H 2 b L if P 5 PH , with no further bonus payable
if both Q and P achieve their high values.14 Under this assump-
tion about bonus payments in relational contracts, the upstream
party chooses a1 and a2 to maximize (s 1 bL 1 b L) 1 q(a) D b 1
p(a) D b 2 c(a), so

a1
R 5 q1 D b 1 p1 D b

(18)

a2
R 5 q2 D b 1 p2 D b ,

where R connotes relational contract (and will be replaced by
either RO for relational outsourcing or RE for relational employ-
ment below). As we show in Appendix 1, the necessary and
suf�cient conditions for self-enforcing relational-employment
contracts (10) and relational-outsourcing contracts (16) then take
the simpler forms (10 9 ) and (16 9 ):

(10 9 ) u D b u 1 u D b u # 1�r ~ SRE 2 max @ SSO,SSE # ! ,

14. In combination with our assumption that q1 p2 Þ q2 p1 , these restricted
bonus payments imply a one-to-one correspondence between action vectors and
bonus payments, which greatly simpli�es the computations underlying Figure II
and some of the results below.
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(16 9 ) u D b 2 1�2 D Q u 1 u D b 2 1�2 D P u # 1�r ~ SRO 2 max@ SSO,SSE # ! .

Given (18), the �rst-best can be achieved under a relational
contract if and only if D b 5 D Q and D b 5 0, so (10 9 ) implies that
the �rst-best can be achieved under relational employment if and
only if

(19) D Q # 1�r ~ SFB 2 max@ SSO,SSE # ! ,

where SF B is the �rst-best total surplus, QL 1 1�2q2 D Q2 . Simi-
larly, (16 9 ) implies that the �rst-best can be achieved under
relational outsourcing if and only if

(20) 1�2 ~ D Q 1 D P ! # 1�r ~ SFB 2 max@ SSO,SSE # ! .

From (19) and (20) we see that at suf�ciently small discount rates
the �rst-best is achievable under either relational employment or
outsourcing. But if D P . D Q, then there exist intermediate
discount rates where the �rst-best is achievable under relational
employment but not under relational outsourcing; and if D P ,
D Q, then there are discount rates where the �rst-best is achiev-
able under relational outsourcing but not under relational em-
ployment. As noted above, these observations generate a �rst
illustration of Result 3: the optimal integration decision can de-
pend on the discount rate.

B. Additional Results

In this subsection we state and interpret formal versions of
our �ve additional results. (Proofs are in Appendix 2.)

Before proving these results, we build intuition via the fol-
lowing “unproductive multitasking” example: the agent can take
one action that affects Q and another that affects P (i.e., q2 5
p1 5 0, so the probabilities of realizing Q 5 QH and P 5 PH can
be written as q(a) 5 qa1 and p(a) 5 pa2 , respectively). Figure II
plots the ef�cient organizational form for this unproductive-
multitasking example, as a function of r and D P. The �gure
contains �ve regions indicating the governance structure that
produces the highest total surplus in each region of parameter
space. When discount rates are high, relational contracts are not
feasible, so either spot outsourcing or spot employment is ef�-
cient. Spot outsourcing yields total surplus SS O 5 QL 1
3�8q2 D Q2 2 1�8p2 D P2 while spot employment yields SS E 5 QL , so
spot outsourcing dominates spot employment if and only if p D P .
= 3q D Q, as can be seen at the top of the �gure. At intermediate
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discount rates, total surplus is maximized by relational outsourc-
ing or relational employment (at either second- or �rst-best sur-
plus, depending on the discount rate). Finally, when discount
rates are suf�ciently low, the �rst-best can be achieved through
both relational outsourcing and relational employment. Figure II
is thus a formal version of the Coase-Williamson horse race
between markets and �rms, but we will also use it to illustrate
several of the following results.

RESULT 1. Vertical integration is an ef�cient response to widely
varying supply prices. Formally, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q,
and r, there exists D P* such that if D P . D P*, then the
downstream party owns the asset in the ef�cient governance
structure.

Under relational outsourcing, the upstream party could con-
sign the good to its alternative use, so current market conditions
(that is, realizations of PL or PH ) play an important role in
determining whether the parties will honor the relational-out-

FIGURE II
Ef�cient Organization Form as a Function of r and D P

(q(a) 5 qa1 , p(a) 5 pa2 , and c(a) 5 1�2 a1
2 1 1�2a2

2 )
The �gure shows how the ef�cient organizational form varies with the discount

rate (r) and the difference between the high and low market valuations ( D P),
assuming that p 5 q 5 1. Our �rst three results are illustrated in (R1) through
(R3) (see the text for a complete discussion).
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sourcing contract. In contrast, under relational employment, cur-
rent market conditions do not affect the reneging decision be-
cause the downstream owner can simply take the good, without
any restitution to the upstream party whatsoever. This distinc-
tion is clear from the reneging constraints: D P appears in the
constraint for relational outsourcing, (16 9 ), but not in the con-
straint for relational employment, (10 9 ). As a result, increases in
D P cause relational outsourcing to become infeasible (follow the
arrow labeled R1 in Figure II).

This difference between relational outsourcing and relational
employment offers an explanation for Carlton’s [1979, p. 189]
observation that companies vertically integrate to reduce uncer-
tainty of supply. “It has always been somewhat of a mystery why
businessmen, as well as researchers, so often conclude that the
signi�cant force explaining . . . vertical integration . . . has been
the desire to obtain a more certain supply of inputs . . . Why are
markets not doing their jobs of allocating resources, and why
should uncertainty create incentives for vertical integration?”
While Carlton proposes an answer to this question that depends
on price rigidities that keep supply from equaling demand in
some circumstances, our model suggests an alternative answer
that does not depend on such nonmarket-clearing mechanisms. In
our model, anticipated price �uctuations make vertical integra-
tion ef�cient not because of ex ante uncertainty associated with a
volatile market price, but rather because of the ex post tempta-
tion to renege on a relational contract.15 Speci�cally, the up-
stream producer faces a large temptation to renege when the
price is high, and the downstream consumer faces a large temp-
tation when the price is low. These temptations make it dif�cult
to sustain a relational-outsourcing contract, but after vertical
integration the market price P no longer serves as a temptation to
either party.16

RESULT 2. High-powered incentives create bigger reneging temp-
tations under integration than under nonintegration, with

15. In our model, a high D P represents a large variability in the value of the
good in its next-best use. We interpret a high D P as meaning that the market price
of the good is highly variable.

16. See Goldberg and Erickson [1987], Klein [1996], and Klein and Murphy
[1997] for similar arguments applied to particular industries. Arrow [1975] also
suggests that variation in supply prices may explain vertical integration, but his
result is based on acquiring information to improve price forecasting rather than
on the temptation to renege on relational contracts.
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the consequence that performance payments in relational
incentive contracts will be smaller in �rms than in (otherwise
equivalent) markets. Formally, given q1, q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, D P,
and r, if the most ef�cient relational-employment contract
yields a1

R E , a1
F B and a2

R E , a2
F B , then either the most

ef�cient relational-outsourcing contract yields a1
R O . a1

R E

and a2
R O . a2

R E , or no relational-outsourcing contract exists.

As explained earlier, under relational outsourcing the temp-
tation for the downstream party to renege is not the full amount
of a promised payment but only the difference between the prom-
ised payment and the payment that would be determined by
bargaining. More formally, the upstream party’s actions are de-
termined by D b and D b (these are the “bonuses” paid for achiev-
ing high realizations of Q and P, respectively), so holding D b and
D b �xed, the total surplus from relational contracting does not
depend on who owns the asset. But the temptation to renege,
shown on the left-hand sides of (10 9 ) and (16 9 ), does depend on
asset ownership. In particular, if strong incentives are desirable
(i.e., D b . 1�2 D Q and D b . 1�2 D P), then the total reneging
temptation is smaller under relational outsourcing than under
relational employment (namely, u D b 2 1�2 D Q u 1 u D b 2 1�2 D P u
rather than u D b u 1 u D b u ). Thus, when strong incentives are
desirable, relational employment is an inef�cient governance
mechanism compared with relational outsourcing.

Result 2 corresponds to a thought experiment: �x the envi-
ronment, measure the incentive payments in the optimal organi-
zational form, and consider what incentive payments would
emerge if the organizational form were changed. But an empirical
test along these lines would require that nonoptimal organiza-
tional forms exist in the given environment. Fortunately, a re-
lated result also holds: choose a data set with a narrow range of
environments in which both relational outsourcing and employ-
ment exist. In this range of environments, outsourcing contracts
will have larger incentive payments than employment contracts
will have.

As an example of the latter thought experiment, consider the
boundary between relational outsourcing and relational employ-
ment denoted by R2 in Figure II. Along this boundary (which
occurs when D Q , D P , = 2q D Q/p), the surpluses generated
under the two relational contracts are identical, but the contracts
themselves are different: the optimal contract under relational
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employment is D bR E . 0 and D b R E 5 0, while the optimal
contract under relational outsourcing is D bR O . D bR E and
D b R O . D b R E . 0. Therefore, along this boundary, (14) implies
that the upstream party will work harder on both tasks under
relational outsourcing than relational employment: a1

R O . a1
R E

and a2
R O . a2

R E 5 0. Intuitively, in this unproductive-multitask-
ing example, setting D b . 0 to encourage the unproductive action
a2 reduces total surplus on the right side of (16 9 ), but also reduces
the reneging temptation on the left side of (16 9 ). At a2 5 0, the
former is second-order, but the latter is �rst-order, so D b can be
increased to increase the productive action a1 .

RESULT 3. The optimal integration decision can depend on the
discount rate. Formally, there exist parameters q1 , q2 , p1 ,
p2 , D Q, D P such that at intermediate discount rates the
�rst-best can be achieved by relational employment but not
by relational outsourcing, but at high discount rates no rela-
tional contract is feasible and spot outsourcing yields higher
total surplus than does spot employment.

Given (18), �rst-best relational contracts require D b 5 D Q
and D b 5 0. Conditions (19) and (20) show that the �rst-best is
always achievable under either ownership structure at suf�-
ciently low discount rates, and also that the �rst-best contract
generates higher (or lower) reneging temptation under relational
outsourcing than under relational employment when D P . D Q or
( D P , D Q).

The arrow labeled R3 in Figure II illustrates how the dis-
count rate can affect the optimal organizational form. At suf�-
ciently low discount rates, both relational outsourcing and rela-
tional employment can achieve the �rst-best. But because D P .
D Q in this region of the �gure, as the discount rate increases the
�rst-best becomes infeasible under relational outsourcing but is
still feasible under relational employment. At still higher dis-
count rates, relational employment still dominates relational out-
sourcing but neither can achieve the �rst-best. Finally, at suf�-
ciently high discount rates, the optimal organizational form
switches to outsourcing—initially to second-best relational out-
sourcing and then to spot outsourcing.

RESULT 4. Holding all marginal incentives constant, the optimal
integration decision can depend on the payoff levels. For-
mally, holding qi D Q 1 pi D P constant for i 5 1, 2 �xes the
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choice between spot employment or spot outsourcing, but
changing D P or D Q (with corresponding changes in pi or qi to
keep qi D Q 1 pi D P constant) affects the reneging tempta-
tions and hence the choice between relational employment
and relational outsourcing.

Changes in D P or D Q have two effects in our model. First,
these changes affect the reneging temptations in (10 9 ) and (16 9 )
because the bargaining position of the upstream party after re-
neging depends on who owns the asset. Second, (17) shows that
changes in D P or D Q affect the optimal upstream action choices
under spot outsourcing and so affect the comparison between spot
outsourcing and spot employment. In developing Result 4, we
neutralize the second effect by holding marginal incentives con-
stant; that is, we allow D P or D Q to vary while holding constant
q1 D Q 1 p1 D P and q2 D Q 1 p2 D P. As an example, think of
doubling the potential increase in alternative-use value, D P [
PH 2 PL , while halving the probability of obtaining PH for any
vector of actions (that is, reducing p1 and p2 by half). This change
has no effect on spot-market outcomes but does affect the reneging
temptations and therefore the optimal asset ownership structure.

Result 4 is perhaps our most striking point of departure from
static theories of asset ownership in the tradition of Grossman and
Hart, in which everything is determined by marginal incentives and
payoff levels are irrelevant.17 Intuitively, the level of total surplus is
critical in our repeated-game model, because this surplus must be
suf�cient to deter reneging. Marginal incentives also matter in our
theory, but for roughly the same reasons as in the static models.

RESULT 5. A mediocre spot market may prevent the existence of
any �rm, including a �rm that would be more ef�cient than
the spot market. Formally, suppose that q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q,
and D P imply that spot outsourcing dominates spot employ-
ment (SS O . SS E ). Then there exists r* such that if r . r*,
then no values of D b and D b satisfy the reneging constraint
(10 9 ).18

17. We thank a referee for noting that not all static theories of asset owner-
ship share the feature that payoff levels are irrelevant. For example, DeMeza and
Lockwood [1998] change the bargaining game in the Grossman-Hart model and
reverse this result.

18. In Appendix 2 we not only prove this result but state and prove the
analogous result for employment: mediocre spot employment can prevent the
existence of any outsourcing (see Result 6).
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Result 5 extends the corollary in Section III: we have already
shown that a �rm cannot mimic the spot-market outcome after it
brings a transaction inside the �rm; we now show that the �rm
may also be unable to improve upon the spot-market outcome,
because the availability of spot-market outcome as a fallback
after reneging may render infeasible any desirable relational-
employment contract.

To sketch the proof of Result 5, we can extend the proof of the
corollary by a continuity argument, as follows. Suppose that spot
outsourcing dominates spot employment, SS O . SS E , and recall
that a relational contract paying bonuses D b 5 1�2 D Q and D b 5
1�2 D P will reproduce the spot-market outcome, SR E ( D b, D b ) 5
SS O . Now consider bonuses D b 9 and D b 9 that are near D b 5 1�2 D Q
and D b 5 1�2 D P but generate slightly higher surplus,
SR E ( D b 9 , D b 9 ) . SS O . Then the left side of (10 9 ) is near 1�2 D Q 1
1�2 D P but the right side is only slightly above zero, so (10 9 ) fails.
Thus, small improvements on the spot-market outcome will not
be feasible (where the de�nition of “small” depends on the
discount rate). It remains to show that large improvements on
the spot-market outcome are not feasible, which we do in
Appendix 2.19

V. DISCUSSION

This paper integrates two prominent strands of the literature
on the theory of the �rm: asset ownership and relational contract-
ing. Because others have explored asset ownership (e.g., Gross-
man and Hart), relational contracts within �rms (e.g., Bull), and
relational contracts between �rms (e.g., Klein and Lef�er), we
focus on comparing relational contracts within �rms to those
between. Our main proposition is that asset ownership affects the
parties’ temptations to renege on a relational contract, so the
integration decision is determined in part by the different rela-

19. Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy [1994] establish a similar result involving
compensation contracts: relational contracts are feasible only if formal contracts
are suf�ciently inferior. MacLeod and Malcomson [1989] anticipated part of this
result, by showing that surplus is necessary for a relational contract to exist.
Relative to their result, there are two innovations in our two papers. First, we
endogenize the performance of the spot-governance alternative to a relational
contract. That is, rather than taking the payoffs from spot governance to be
exogenous, we derive these payoffs in the same economic environment in which we
analyze relational contracts. Second, we show that in our models surplus is
necessary but not suf�cient.
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tional contracts facilitated by asset ownership. As a corollary, we
show that �rms cannot replicate spot-market outcomes, because
the reneging temptation is too great once the transaction is
brought inside the �rm. We also derive �ve related results: (1)
vertical integration is an ef�cient response to widely varying
supply prices; (2) high-powered incentives create bigger reneging
temptations under integration than under nonintegration; (3) the
discount rate may affect optimal asset ownership; (4) the level of
payoffs, not just the marginal incentives, can affect the integra-
tion decision; and (5) �rms cannot improve on the spot-market
outcome if that outcome offers too tempting a fallback after
reneging.

In this section we consider four additional issues: the socio-
logical literature on the formal and informal aspects of organiza-
tional design, how our approach might be applied to understand-
ing other organizational forms, the implications of our analysis
for internal organizational processes, and a role for managers in
the economic theory of the �rm.

A. Formal versus Informal Aspects of Organizational Structure

Organizational sociologists have long emphasized the dis-
tinction between formal and informal aspects of organizational
structure. Formal aspects include of�cial job descriptions and
reporting relationships, as well as formal contracts (i.e., contracts
that can be enforced by a court). Informal aspects include norms
and mutual understandings, as well as network structures
among individuals (i.e., who you know in the organization besides
the people to whom you have formal reporting ties). Roughly
speaking, the formal structure is the organization chart, whereas
the informal structure is the way things really work. As
Granovetter [1985, p. 502] notes: “The distinction between the
‘formal’ and the ‘informal’ organization of the �rm is one of the
oldest in the literature, and it hardly needs repeating that ob-
servers who assume �rms to be structured in fact by the of�cial
organization chart are sociological babes in the woods.” Blau and
Scott [1962, p. 6] go further, asserting that formal and informal
aspects not only coexist but interact: “It is impossible to under-
stand the nature of a formal organization without investigating
the networks of informal relations and the unof�cial norms as
well as the formal hierarchy of authority and the of�cial body of
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rules, since the formally instituted and the informal emerging
patterns are inextricably intertwined.”

Asset ownership is a formal aspect of organizational struc-
ture; relational contracts are informal. By integrating the two in
a single economic model, we are catching up with the sociologists.
Yet there is value added by our economic approach: because
ownership and relational contracts interact (rather than just
coexist), we can choose the former to facilitate the latter, thereby
optimizing overall organizational performance. As we describe in
the next two subsections, there are many potential applications of
this idea.20

B. Other Organizational Forms

In this paper we analyze the four organizational forms shown
in Figure I, devoting most of our attention to the two on the
bottom row: relational employment and relational outsourcing.
While these four organizational forms expand and clarify the
traditional distinction between markets and �rms, they only hint
at the variety of forms now much discussed in the business and
organizational literatures, including joint ventures, strategic al-
liances, networks, business groups, clans, and virtual organiza-
tions.21 Unlike the business and organizational literatures, how-
ever, the economics literature has not had much to say about
these nonstandard organizational forms. Furthermore, where
these forms have received theoretical attention from economists,
the focus has typically been on asset ownership and other formal
aspects of organizational structure, such as in Rey and Tirole
[1999].

We suspect that informal aspects, especially relational con-
tracts, are important to the success of these nontraditional orga-
nizational forms. We also suspect that the formal and informal
aspects not only coexist but also interact, creating another oppor-
tunity to choose the former to facilitate the latter. Although the
model in this paper has only two stages of production with one
party at each stage, richer models could add both parties and

20. The broader statement of this idea is that one should choose all formal
aspects (not just ownership) by taking into account their consequences for all
informal aspects (not just relational contracts). For other applications of this idea,
see Williamson [1985, Chapter 7 and 8] on hostages, Kahn and Huberman [1988]
on up-or-out rules, and Bernheim and Whinston [1998] on strategic ambiguity.

21. See, for instance, Chesborough and Teece [1996], Dyer [1996], Gerlach
[1991], Granovetter [1995], Gulati and Singh [1998], Kogut [1989], Miles and
Snow [1992], Pisano [1989], and Powell [1990].
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stages. For example, one could begin to model a joint venture as
two parties at one stage who create an asset at the other stage,
which they control by both formal and informal means. Similarly,
one could begin to model a business group as several parties at
several stages of production, with both cross-ownership and re-
lational contracts linking the parties, possibly through a central
party. We expect that formal structures such as 50 –50 ownership
in joint ventures or minority stock holdings in business groups
will be better understood using models that study the interplay
between these formal structures and the informal relational con-
tracts between the parties. See Bragelien [2000] for a promising
start along these lines.

C. Internal Organizational Processes

Of course, the interplay between formal and informal orga-
nizational structures is not limited to relationships between
�rms; there are many applications of this idea within �rms. We
argue that one particular form of informal structure—subjective
judgments whose force depends on parties’ reputations—plays a
crucial role in organizational processes such as transfer pricing,
capital budgeting, compensation, and corporate governance.
These organizational processes are not simple exercises in formal
contracting, as they often appear in the economics literature, but
rather have important informal aspects. We suspect that these
informal aspects can be hampered or facilitated by formal orga-
nizational structures, such as whether the �rm is organized by
function versus division, whether its jobs are de�ned for individ-
uals or teams, and so on. As above, we envision a class of models
in which formal organizational structures interact with informal
relational contracts.

To conserve space, we discuss only transfer pricing and cor-
porate governance.22 Early research on transfer pricing (e.g.,
Hirshleifer [1956] and Gould [1964]) treated this problem as one
of trying to re-create the market inside the �rm, so that decen-
tralized agents will face incentives that produce ef�cient resource
allocation. But Eccles [1985] conducted an extensive �eld study of
transfer pricing practices and found that transfer prices are
rarely used to allocate resources. Instead, the rights to allocate

22. See Bower [1970] on the role of subjectivity, judgment, and reputation in
the determination of divisional capital allocations, and Lawler [1971] on how
compensation rarely relies exclusively on objective measures of performance,
instead relying heavily on managerial subjectivity and judgment.
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resources are held centrally, with the transfer-pricing scheme
serving as part of the performance measurement and incentive
system for the divisions. Our model is consistent with Eccles’
�ndings. Under relational employment, the transfer payment
does not serve to allocate resources or transfer ownership in the
good produced, because the good is already owned by the down-
stream party. Rather, the purpose of the transfer payment is to
provide incentives for the upstream party to take actions that
make the good more valuable downstream.

As another example of subjectivity in organizational pro-
cesses, consider corporate governance. One of the original moti-
vations for agency theory was to model the relationship between
managers and investors. Yet the relationship between managers
and shareholders is seldom mediated entirely, or even largely, by
formal contracts. Executive compensation contracts in corpora-
tions almost always give signi�cant discretion to the board of
directors in determining both the size and timing of payouts (see
Kole [1997]). We argue that the role of the board is to design and
implement a relational contract between management and the
shareholders. Using a variety of objective and subjective mea-
sures of performance, the board attempts to disentangle the ef-
fects of management’s actions from those of luck [Lorsch and
McIver 1994] and to eliminate distortions induced by accounting-
based measures of performance [Dechow, Huson, and Sloan
1994]. Thus, corporate governance is again an interaction be-
tween formal and informal systems.

D. Conclusion: Management and the Nature of the Firm

We �nd it curious that most of the literature on the theory of
the �rm makes little reference to (nonowner) managers. By em-
phasizing the importance of relational contracts, our model high-
lights a role for managers: the development and maintenance of
relational contracts, both within and between �rms. In our model,
this role involves designing the relational contract (that is, deter-
mining what the observable but noncontractible Q’s and P’s
should be, as well as determining the optimal bi j’s), communicat-
ing this to employees, assessing outcomes (that is, observing the
Q’s and P ’s), and deciding whether to honor the relational con-
tract (that is, properly evaluating the reneging constraints). In
our model these tasks are trivial; in reality each requires judg-
ment and knowledge of the speci�cs of complex situations. Fur-
thermore, hard as these tasks are in practice, much evidence
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suggests that changing a relational contract is harder still: man-
agers must end one relational contract but preserve enough credi-
bility to begin another, and the new contract they seek to begin
often looks suspiciously like reneging on the old one they seek to
end)

We are not arguing that such management of relational
contracts occurs only in �rms. To the contrary, we have empha-
sized that management is crucial in ongoing supply relationships.
Nor are we arguing that �rms cannot occur without management.
That is, we can imagine �rms that �t the Grossman-Hart model,
in which all noncontractible rights of control are held by a single
individual (“spot employment” in Figure I). But if these rights
become too numerous and complex to be held by a single individ-
ual, the �rm must have some mechanism to coordinate their
exercise, and because these rights are not contractible, their
exercise cannot be controlled by formal contracts. Rather, the
exercise of noncontractible rights must be coordinated by rela-
tional contracts. In short, the �rm must have managers (“rela-
tional employment” in Figure I). We conclude that understanding
the role of managers, who design and implement the relational
contracts that underpin informal organizational processes, is es-
sential to understanding �rms.

APPENDIX 1: NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR SELF-
ENFORCING RELATIONAL CONTRACTS WHEN PAYMENTS ARE bij 5 bi 1 b j

Relational Employment

Equation (10) provides the necessary and suf�cient condition
for the relational-employment contract (s,{b i j}) to be self-
enforcing:

(10) max ~ bij ! 2 min ~ bij ! # 1�r ~ SRE max @ SSO, SSE # ! .

When bi j 5 bi 1 b j, there are four cases to consider.
1. bH . bL , b H . b L . Then max(bi j) 5 bH H , min(bi j) 5 bL L ,

and the reneging temptation is D b 1 D b , where D b [
bH 2 bL . 0 and D b [ b H 2 b L . 0.

2. bH . bL , b H , b L . Then max(bi j) 5 bH L , min(b i j) 5 bL H ,
and the reneging temptation is D b 2 D b , where D b . 0
and D b , 0.

3. bH , bL , b H . b L . Then max(bi j) 5 bL H , min(b i j) 5 bH L ,
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and the reneging temptation is 2 D b 1 D b , where D b , 0
and D b . 0.

4. bH , bL , b H , b L . Then max(bi j) 5 bL L , min(bi j) 5 bL L ,
and the reneging temptation is 2 D b 2 D b , where D b , 0
and D b , 0.

These four reneging temptations can be summarized as u D b u 1
u D b u , yielding

(10 9 ) u D b u 1 u D b u # 1�r ~ SRE 2 max @ SSO,SSE # ! .

Relational Outsourcing

Equation (16) provides the necessary and suf�cient condition
for the relational-outsourcing contract (s,{b i j}) to be self-
enforcing:

(16) max~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! ! 2 min ~ bij 2 1�2 ~ Qi 1 Pj ! !

# 1�r ~ SRO 2 max @ SSO,SSE # ! .

De�ne Z [ bL 1 b L 2 1�2 (QL 1 PL), and note that

~ HH ! bHH 2 1�2 ~ QH 1 PH ! 5 ~ D b 2 1�2 D Q ! 1 ~ D b 2 1�2 D P ! 1 Z

~ HL ! bHL 2 1�2 ~ QH 1 PL ! 5 ~ D b 2 1�2 D Q ! 1 Z

~ LH ! bLH 2 1�2 ~ QL 1 PH ! 5 ~ D b 2 1�2 D P ! 1 Z

~ LL ! bLL 2 1�2 ~ QL 1 PL ! 5 Z.

Again, there are four cases to consider.
1. D b . 1�2 D Q, D b . 1�2 D P. Then max( z ) 5 HH, min( z ) 5

LL, and the reneging temptation is ( D b 2 1�2 D Q) 1 ( D b 2
1�2 D P).

2. D b . 1�2 D Q, D b , 1�2 D P. Then max( z ) 5 HL, min( z ) 5
LH, and the reneging temptation is ( D b 2 1�2 D Q) 2
( D b 2 1�2 D P).

3. D b , 1�2 D Q, D b . 1�2 D P. Then max( z ) 5 LH, min( z ) 5
HL, and the reneging temptation is 2 ( D b 2 1�2 D Q) 1
( D b 2 1�2 D P).

4. D b , 1�2 D Q, D b , 1�2 D P. Then max( z ) 5 LL, min( z ) 5
HH, and the reneging temptation is 2 ( D b 2 1�2 D Q) 2
( D b 2 1�2 D P).

These four reneging temptations can be summarized as u D b 2
1�2 D Q u 1 u D b 2 1�2 D P u , yielding

(16 9 ) u D b 2 1�2 D Q u 1 u D b 2 1�2 D P u # 1�r ~ SRO 2 max @ SSO,SSE # ! .
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APPENDIX 2: PROOFS OF RESULTS 1 THROUGH 5

RESULT 1. Vertical integration is an ef�cient response to widely
varying supply prices. Formally, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q,
and r, there exists D P* such that if D P . D P*, then the
downstream party owns the asset in the ef�cient governance
structure.

Proof. Given Lemmas 1 and 3 below, Result 1 follows by
setting D P* 5 max{ D P 9 , D P 0 }: because D P . D P 9 , spot outsourc-
ing is not ef�cient; because D P . D P 0 , relational outsourcing is
not feasible.

LEMMA 1. For suf�ciently large D P, spot employment dominates
spot outsourcing. That is, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , and D Q, there
exists D P 9 such that if D P . D P 9 then SS E . SS O .

Proof. 2(SS O 2 SS E ) 5 (3�4 )(q1
2 1 q2

2) D Q2 1 (1�2)( p1q1 1
p2q2) D Q D P 2 (1�4 )( p1

2 1 p2
2) D P2 , so choose D P 9 to be the larger

root of the quadratic.

LEMMA 2. Too strong an incentive based on the alternative-
use value makes relational outsourcing inferior to spot
employment. That is, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , and D Q, there
exists D b 9 such that, for any D b, if D b . D b 9 then SR O 2
SS E , 0.

Proof. 2(SR O 2 SS E ) 5 (q1
2 1 q2

2) D b(2 D Q 2 D b) 1
2( p1q1 1 p2q2)( D Q 2 D b) D b 2 ( p1

2 1 p2
2) D b 2 . Maximize the

�rst term with respect to D b $ 0 (at D b 5 D Q); maximize the
second term with respect to D b $ 0 (at D b 5 0). Now choose
D b 9 to be the larger root of the resulting quadratic, with the
maximized versions of the �rst and second terms replacing the
originals.

LEMMA 3. Too large a variation in the alternative-use value
makes relational outsourcing infeasible. That is, given q1 , q2 ,
p1 , p2 , D Q, and r, there exists D P 0 such that if D P . D P 0
then the reneging constraint (16 9 ) for relational outsourcing
fails.

Proof. Choose D P 0 such that 1�2 D P 0 . D b 9 1 (S* 2 SS E )/r,
where S* is the �rst-best surplus. If D b . D b 9 , then Lemma 2
implies that SR O 2 SS E , 0, so SR O 2 max{SS O ,SS E } , 0,
so (16 9 ) fails. But D b 9 $ D b implies that 1�2 D P 0 . D b , so the
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second term on the left-hand side of (16 9 ) is at least 1�2 D P 0 2
D b $ 1�2 D P 0 2 D b 9 . (S* 2 SS E )/r $ (SR O 2 SS E )/r $ (SR O 2
max{SS O ,SS E })/r, so (16 9 ) fails.

RESULT 2. High-powered incentives create bigger reneging temp-
tations under integration than under nonintegration, with
the consequence that performance payments in relational
incentive contracts will be smaller in �rms than in (otherwise
equivalent) markets. Formally, given q1, q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, D P,
and r, if the most ef�cient employment contract yields a1

R E ,
a1

F B and a2
R E , a2

F B , then either the most ef�cient outsourc-
ing contract yields a1

R O . a1
R E and a2

R O . a2
R E , or no rela-

tional-outsourcing contract exists.

Proof. Because relational employment yields actions below
the �rst-best, the reneging constraint (10 9 ) must bind. Consider
implementing the same incentives, D b and D b , through relational
outsourcing instead of employment. Given the same incentives,
the same actions would result, but the reneging constraint (16 9 )
would differ. If D b $ 1�2 D Q and D b $ 1�2 D P, then the left-hand
side of (16 9 ) is smaller than the left-hand side of (10 9 ), but the
right-hand sides are identical, so (16 9 ) is slack, so the actions in
the ef�cient relational-outsourcing contract can be increased
from those in the ef�cient relational-employment contract. Alter-
natively, if D b , 1�2 D Q or D b , 1�2 D P, then it may be that no
relational-outsourcing contract is feasible. But if relational out-
sourcing is feasible, then a small increase in D b (if D b , 1�2 D Q)
or D b (if D b , 1�2 D P) increases the actions while reducing the
left-hand side of (16 9 ). Hence, it will not be ef�cient for the
incentives in the relational-outsourcing contract to be as weak as
those under relational employment.

RESULT 3. The optimal integration decision can depend on the
discount rate. Formally, there exist parameters q1 , q2 , p1 ,
p2 , D Q, D P such that at intermediate discount rates the
�rst-best can be achieved by relational employment but not
by relational outsourcing, but at high discount rates no rela-
tional contract is feasible, and spot outsourcing yields higher
total surplus than does spot employment.

Proof. The elements of the proof have already been given in
various places in the text. As noted just after (19) and (20), if
D P . D Q, then there exist discount rates at which the �rst-best
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is feasible under relational employment but not under relational
outsourcing. But as noted in the second paragraph of subsection
IV.B, in our unproductive-multitasking example, spot outsourc-
ing dominates spot employment if p D P . = 3q D Q. Thus, for
D Q , D P , = 3(q/p) D Q, an increase in r can move the ef�cient
organizational form from �rst-best relational employment to spot
outsourcing, as shown by the arrow labeled R3 in Figure II.

RESULT 4. Holding all marginal incentives constant, the optimal
integration decision can depend on the payoff levels. For-
mally, holding qi D Q 1 pi D P constant for i 5 1, 2 �xes the
choice between spot employment or spot outsourcing, but
changing D P or D Q (with corresponding changes in pi or qi to
keep qi D Q 1 pi D P constant) affects the reneging tempta-
tions and hence the choice between relational employment
and relational outsourcing.

Proof. Given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, and D P, de�ne r* such that
(19) holds with equality. For r 5 r*, if D P . D Q, then (16) fails,
but if D P , D Q, then (20) holds strictly. Suppose that D P . D Q.
(The proof for D P , D Q is analogous.) Choose some D P 9 , D Q,
and de�ne p 9i 5 pi D P/ D P 9 for i 5 1, 2, so that qi D Q 1 pi D P 5
qi D Q 1 p 9i D P 9 for i 5 1, 2. Then (20) fails for (q1 , q2 , p1 , p2, D Q,
D P, r*) but holds strictly for (q1, q2 , p 91, p 92 , D Q, D P 9 , r*). Now
consider r** just above r*, so that (19) just fails at (q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 ,
D Q, D P, r**), but the second-best relational employment con-
tract at (q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, D P, r**) is only slightly worse than
�rst-best. In particular, for r** suf�ciently close to r*, the second-
best relational employment contract at (q1 , q2 , p1, p2 , D Q, D P,
r**) will generate higher surplus than the second-best relational
outsourcing contract at (q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, D P, r**) because
D P . D Q. Thus, at (q1 , q2 , p 91 , p 92 , D Q, D P 9 , r**) the �rst-best
can be achieved under relational outsourcing but not under rela-
tional employment, but at (q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, D P, r**) relational
outsourcing is strictly worse than �rst-best while relational em-
ployment is arbitrarily close to �rst-best.

RESULT 5. A mediocre spot market may prevent the existence of
any �rm. Formally, suppose that q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, and D P
imply that spot outsourcing dominates spot employment
(SS O . SS E ). Then there exists r* such that if r . r* then
no values of D b and D b satisfy the reneging constraint (10 9 ).
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Proof. Given Lemma 4 below, Result 5 follows because
SS O . SS E .

LEMMA 4. For suf�ciently high r, the only possible relational-
employment contract is the trivial case of D b 5 D b 5 0 (i.e.,
replication of spot employment). That is, given q1, q2 , p1 , p2 ,
D Q, and D P, there exists r*D such that if r . r*D then no
values of D b and D b satisfy the reneging constraint (10 9 )
except perhaps D b 5 D b 5 0.

Proof. The reneging constraint (10 9 ) holds only if u D b u 1 u D b u
# (SR E 2 SS E )/r. But this inequality can be written as

(A1) 2r ~ D b 1 D b ! 1 ~ a j
RE 2 q1 D Q ! 2 1 ~ a2

RE 2 q2 D Q ! 2

# ~ q1
2 1 q2

2 ! D Q2,

where ai
R E 5 q i D b 1 pi D b . Note that at D b 5 D b 5 0 we have

a1
R E 5 a2

R E 5 0, so (A1) holds with equality. We will show that for
suf�ciently high values of r, values of D b or D b other than zero
increase the left-hand side of (A1), but the right-hand side is
constant, so the reneging constraint (109 ) fails unless D b 5 D b 5 0.

Let LD ( D b, D b ) denote the left-hand side of (A1). Then ] LD /
] D b 5 2r 1 2(a1

R E 2 q1 D Q)q1 1 2(a2
R E 2 q2 D Q)q2 . Because a1

R E

and a2
R E $ 0, we have that if r . (q1

2 1 q2
2) D Q, then ] LD / ] D b .

0. Similarly, ] LD/ ] D b 5 2r 1 2(a1
R E 2 q1 D Q) p1 1 2(a2

R E 2
q2 D Q) p2 , so if r . ( p1q1 1 p2q2) D Q, then ] LD / ] D b . 0. Let
r*D 5 max{(q1

2 1 q2
2) D Q, ( p1q1 1 p2q2) D Q}. Then for r . r*D , we

have that (A1) fails and hence that (10 9 ) fails, except perhaps at
D b 5 D b 5 0.

RESULT 6. Mediocre spot employment may prevent the existence
of any outsourcing. Formally, suppose that q1 , q2, p1 , p2 ,
D Q, and D P imply that spot employment dominates spot
outsourcing (SS E . SS O ). Then there exists r* such that if
r . r* then no values of D b and D b satisfy the reneging
constraint (16 9 ).

Proof. Given Lemma 5 below, Result 6 follows because
SS E . SS O .

LEMMA 5. For suf�ciently high r, the only possible relational-
outsourcing contract is the trivial case of D b 5 1�2 D Q and
D b 5 1�2 D P (i.e., replication of spot outsourcing). That is,
given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , D Q, and D P, there exists r*U such that
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if r . r*U then no values of D b and D b satisfy the reneging
constraint (16 9 ) except perhaps D b 5 1�2 D Q and D b 5 1�2 D P.

Proof. The reneging constraint (16 9 ) holds only if u D b 2
1�2 D Q u 1 u D b 2 1�2 D P u # (SR O 2 SS O )/r. But this inequality can
be written as

(A2) 2r u D b 2 1�2 D Q u 1 2r u D b 2 1�2 D P u 1 ~ a1
RO 2 q1 D Q ! 2

1 ~ a2
RO 2 q2 D Q ! 2 # ~ a1

SO 2 q1 D Q ! 2 1 ~ a2
SO 2 q2 D Q ! 2,

where ai
R O 5 q i D b 1 pi D b and ai

S O 5 1�2qi D Q 1 1�2pi D P. Note
that at D b 5 1�2 D Q and D b 5 1�2 D P, we have ai

R O 5 ai
S O , so (A2)

holds with equality. We will show that for suf�ciently high values
of r, values of D b other than 1�2 D Q or values of D b other than
1�2 D P increase the left-hand side of (A2), but the right-hand-side
is constant, so the reneging constraint (16 9 ) fails except perhaps
at D b 5 1�2 D Q and D b 5 1�2 D P.

Let LU ( D b, D b ) denoted the left-hand side of (A2). For D b .
1�2 D Q, we have ] LU / ] D b 5 2r 1 2(a1

R O 2 q1 D Q)q1 1 2(a2
R O 2

q2 D Q)q2 . Because a1
R O and a2

R O $ 0, we have that if r . (q1
2 1

q2
2) D Q, then ] LU / ] D b . 0 for D b . 1�2 D Q. For D b , 1�2 D Q, we

have ] LU / ] D b 5 2 2r 1 2(ai
R O 2 q1 D Q)q1 1 2(a2

R O 2 q2 D Q)q2 .
We wish to show that if r is suf�ciently high, then ] LU / ] D b , 0
for D b , 1�2 D Q. It therefore suf�ces to establish an upper bound
on q1a1

R O 1 q2a2
R O . Because ai

R O 5 qi D b 1 pi D b and D b ,
1�2 D Q, it suf�ces to establish an upper bound on D b . This is done
in Lemma 6.

Similarly, for D b . 1�2 D P we have ] LU / ] D b 5 2r 1 2(a1
R O 2

q1 D Q) p1 1 2(a2
R O 2 q2 D Q) p2 . Because a1

R O and a2
R O $ 0, we

have that if r . ( p1q1 1 p2q2) D Q then ] LU / ] D b . 0 for D b .
1�2 D P. For D b , 1�2 D P we have ] LU / ] D b 5 2 2r 1 2(a1

R O 2
q1 D Q) p1 1 2(a2

R O 2 q2 D Q) p2 . We wish to show that if r is
suf�ciently high then ] LU / ] D b , 0 for D b , 1�2 D Q. It therefore
suf�ces to establish an upper bound on p1a1

R O 1 p2a2
R O . Because

ai
R O 5 qi D b 1 pi D b and D b , 1�2 D P, it suf�ces to establish an

upper bound on D b. This is done in Lemma 7.
Let r*U be the maximum of (q1

2 1 q2
2) D Q, ( p1q1 1 p2q2) D Q,

and the two other values of r determined above. Then for r . r*U
we have that (A2) fails and hence that (16 9 ) fails, except perhaps
at D b 5 1�2 D Q and D b 5 1�2 D P.

LEMMA 6. Too strong an incentive based on the alternative-use
value makes relational outsourcing inferior to spot outsourc-
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ing. That is, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , and D Q, there exists D b 0
such that, for any D b, if D b . D b 0 then SR O 2 SS O , 0.

Proof. 2(SR O 2 SS O ) 5 K( D b) 1 2( p1q1 1 p2q2)( D Q 2
D b) D b 2 ( p1

2 1 p2
2) D b 2 . As in the proof of Lemma 2, maximize

K( D b) with respect to D b $ 0, and maximize the second term
with respect to D b $ 0 (at D b 5 0). Now choose D b 0 to be the
larger root of the resulting quadratic, with the maximized ver-
sions of the �rst and second terms replacing the originals.

LEMMA 7. Too strong an incentive based on the downstream value
makes relational outsourcing inferior to spot outsourcing.
That is, given q1 , q2 , p1 , p2 , and D Q, there exists D b 0 such
that, for any D b , if D b . D b 0 then SR O 2 SS O , 0.

Proof. 2(SR O 2 SS O ) 5 M( D b ) 1 2{(q1
2 1 q2

2) D Q 2 ( p1q1 1
p2q2) D b } D b 2 (q1

2 1 q2
2) D b2. As in the proof of Lemma 2, maxi-

mize M( D b ) with respect to D b $ 0, and maximize the second
term with respect to D b $ 0 (at D b 5 0). Now choose D b 0 to be the
larger root of the resulting quadratic, with the maximized ver-
sions of the �rst and second terms replacing the originals.
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